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Abstract
Product development companies collect data in form of Engineering Change Requests for logged design issues, tests, and
product iterations. These documents are rich in unstructured data (e.g. free text). Previous research affirms that product
developers find that current IT systems lack capabilities to accurately retrieve relevant documents with unstructured
data. In this research, we demonstrate a method using Natural Language Processing and document clustering algorithms
to find structurally or contextually related documents from databases containing Engineering Change Request docu-
ments. The aim is to radically decrease the time needed to effectively search for related engineering documents, organize
search results, and create labeled clusters from these documents by utilizing Natural Language Processing algorithms. A
domain knowledge expert at the case company evaluated the results and confirmed that the algorithms we applied man-
aged to find relevant document clusters given the queries tested.

Keywords
natural language processing, document clustering, semantic data processing, knowledge management, engineering change
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Introduction

A product development (PD) project is a complex net-
work of designs and design changes in which design
attributes often have dependencies. Product developers
often need to make changes to previous designs to
improve, enhance, or adapt a product to identified
opportunities. According to Eckert et al. (2000), when
designers are confronted with a new design, their start-
ing point is to look for old designs, often referring to
the current design version or reusing other existing
designs for components. Considering the pervasive
trend of shorter development lead times, Prasad
(2016b) argues that the search and re-use ‘‘information
latency’’ needs to be brought down from days to min-
utes or even seconds, requiring more broadly applicable
and faster information search tools. Moreover, the
design will during the development process evolve

through a multitude of iterations, based on knowledge
gained from simulations and tests, carried out within
the current project as well as from other projects that a
company is running in parallel. To efficiently iterate a
design is a key capability in an interconnected concur-
rent engineering process (Prasad, 2016a).

The aim of this work is thus to automate to some
extent designers’ search and exploration so that time
spent on this task can be drastically reduced and can
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instead be spent on analyzing and learning from search
results. The idea is for designers to type in a search
query about subjects they are interested in. The
search engine employed in this project then performs a
search and provides users with a list of related and rele-
vant documents. This list of documents is then grouped
into clusters so that the user gets an overview of the dif-
ferent topics the documents are related to. Solutions to
problems are only of value if that content can be
located quickly and accurately (Upshall, 2014); hence,
we also developed a frontend application in which
designers can submit their queries and view and navi-
gate quickly through a user-friendly graphical user
interface (GUI). It is often time consuming and difficult
to find related documents in a list generated from a
search into a large database. By providing clusters
instead of long lists of documents, users can identify
related documents faster and in a more structured
fashion.

Information on product changes, including struc-
tured data (e.g. numerical data, categorical data, and
timestamps) mixed with unstructured data (e.g. text
inserted by engineers), is stored in databases to keep
track of evolving design solutions, verification, and
decision documents (Pikosz and Malmqvist, 1998).
Large PD projects can contain tens of thousands of
product change document, also known as Engineering
Change Requests (ECRs) (Arnarsson et al., 2017;
Jarratt et al., 2011). The ECR process focuses on
achieving a rapid and quality-assured process from the
identification of issues to the resolution. With the rapid
development of data collection and storage, companies
now confront large volumes of complex data from mul-
tiple sources (Wu et al., 2014). Around 80% of organi-
zational data is in unstructured form (Grimes, 2008),
and thus poses a challenge: how to extract meaning
from this vast amount of text (Kobayashi et al., 2018).
Arnarsson et al. (2017) affirm that product developers
need to perform advanced searches within databases
for efficient problem investigation and resolution, yet
there are problems associated with this task: (i) search
functionality is limited, mostly considering structured
data and not taking into account the rich information
stored in unstructured data (e.g. text data) and (ii) cur-
rent search results return up to hundreds of reports
even when filters are applied (e.g. timeframe, vehicle
types, and keywords). Identifying the most relevant
documents, therefore, becomes a time-consuming task.

It is important for product developers to be able to
apply additional layers on top of search queries to fur-
ther categorize current PD data. To identify structu-
rally related information (e.g. all ECRs related to a
particular part) and contextually related documents
(e.g. ECRs dealing with a certain problem), a short list

of the most relevant documents from both structured
and unstructured data is produced. Recent develop-
ments in Natural Language Processing (NLP) have
made it possible to search through huge databases of
text documents to retrieve relevant items based on a
variety of search queries. By utilizing NLP methods,
such as search engine methods or document embedding
approaches, we can find documents, in this case ECRs,
that are similar by looking at the contexts and
sequences of words together, instead of taking words in
isolation. Previous methods are simpler; they rely on
the notion that related documents share the exact same
words, so to find similar documents, users usually
search through the document set to find the ones that
match best according to word count. More elaborate
methods, such as doc2vec-methodology (Le and
Mikolov, 2014), utilize the context of a document and
automatically detect synonyms to words used in the
search query.

Another benefit of these types of NLP methods is
that they provide a similarity metric between docu-
ments, which means that users get a numeric value
quantifying the degree of similarity between pairs of
documents. This metric can be utilized for performing
cluster analyses (Steinbach et al., 2000) where related
documents into clusters are grouped together.

This paper explores the research gap in performing
advanced searches based on NLP and clustering tech-
niques within an ECR database. Such models can
ensure better pre-studies for product developers as they
can now evaluate a short list of the most relevant his-
torical documents and their topics that might contain
valuable knowledge. The document cluster analysis can
be utilized for summarizing and grouping together doc-
uments with similar content, allowing more effective
knowledge management of ECR documents.

The aim of this paper is to develop a method for
and to test search queries that can be used for cluster-
ing ECR documents. The identication of relationships
between documents support engineers in making better
decisions for future projects. We specifically addressed
two research questions:

1. Can NLP and document clustering algorithms be uti-
lized for grouping ECRs?

2. How do product developers benefit from automated
document clustering?

This paper is structured as follows: section ‘‘Earlier
work’’ presents earlier work, the ‘‘Research approach’’
section outlines the research approach, section
‘‘Results’’ presents the results, section ‘‘Discussion’’ dis-
cusses the findings in relation to the research questions,
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while section ‘‘Conclusions and future work’’ concludes
the paper and discusses ideas for future research.

Earlier work

This section reviews earlier work on the data informa-
tion needs of product developers, text analyses, NLP,
and clustering algorithms. Arnarsson et al. (2017) inter-
viewed 20 individuals with diverse experiences regard-
ing the PD process to identify the information needs of
product developers. They found that there is an oppor-
tunity to perform integrated searches across databases,
including structured and unstructured data; however,
this was not done in the case explored. Current IT sys-
tems have limited ability to search unstructured data,
and the interviews revealed that most of the knowledge
documented available is in the form of unstructured
data, such as report title, description of changes,
actions taken, comments, and technical solutions.
Furthermore, the documents of interest should be cor-
related and clustered to help users identify related
knowledge in various documents.

The ECR process is part of the engineering change
process that corresponds to the change trigger approval
states described by Jarratt et al. (2011) in their generic
engineering change management process. The engineer-
ing change process takes place in different PD phases,
and various authors have proposed generic models.
Eckert et al. (2004) divided the sources of change
throughout the design process into two categories:
emergent changes and initiated changes. Jarratt et al.
(2011) suggested a six-state engineering change process
that begins with the ECR to be raised, the identifica-
tion of solutions, a risk assessment of solution, the
selection and approval of a solution, the implementa-
tion of the solution, and a review of the change.

The extraction of design and the manufacture of text
content have been performed successfully using NLP
and node models by, for example, Dong and Agogino
(1997), who introduced a technique to induce a design
representation of the design based on syntactic patterns
found in the text corpus of design document; Catron
and Ray (1991), who applied a node model to bridge
requirement gaps between process planning and pro-
duction control; and Kim and Wallace (2009), who pre-
sented a linguistically induced search approach applied
on aerospace reports to improve the precision and recall
of documents as current search engines only use tradi-
tional mathematical approaches. Dong (2005) further
explored design team communication documents using
a latent semantic approach on design documentation
corpora and verbal communication to directly measure
knowledge construction.

In more general terms, the development of NLP
methods for summarizing and interpreting entire docu-
ments have increased over the past few years. Previous
studies have extensively examined methods for trans-
forming single words into high-dimensional representa-
tions, for example, Mikolov et al.’s (2013) word2vec.
Le and Mikolov (2014) further developed this idea and
introduced doc2vec, a word embedding methodology
that trains a model to translate entire documents into a
high-dimensional numerical representation. This
numerical representation of documents can be utilized
to compare different documents, find similar docu-
ments, and group documents into different themes.
Two powerful properties that can be achieved by meth-
ods such as doc2vec include: (i) contextual information
that can, in some cases, be interpreted and (ii) syno-
nyms to words utilized in a document that can auto-
matically be encoded in numerical representations.

Some classical clustering algorithms include k-means
(Ahmad and Hashmi, 2016) that uses structured and
unstructured datasets to find distance measures
between data points and Newman’s (2004) algorithm
that detects and extracts community structure from net-
works based on the idea of modularity. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) is more tailored for text-based data
and can be considered as an approach to analyze an
underlying set of topics in text documents. LDA is a
useful method for processing large collections of text
and finding short descriptions that can be used for sta-
tistical relationships for tasks such as classification,
summarization, and judgement of relevance and simi-
larity (Blei et al., 2003). LDA is a generative statistical
model, which is a form of unsupervised learning that
views documents as bags of words (i.e. order does not
matter) and then tries to find clusters that describe the
different topics the documents seem to be about (Misra
et al., 2008). LDA has been presented as a graphical
model for topic discovery, allowing observations to be
explained by unobserved groups; it is useful when dealing
with large corpuses, and has been shown to outperform
other dimension reduction techniques (Blei et al., 2003).
Yoon et al. (2017) used LDA to examine new product
opportunities by measuring the semantic similarities
between patents and products, creating visual map port-
folios that recommend untapped products. Prior studies
have applied text clustering to optimize design structure
matrices based on PD organizations (Yang et al., 2014)
and PD project scheduling (Tripathy and Eppinger,
2013). Sarkar et al. (2014) applied spectral characteriza-
tion to present a graph theoretic spectral approach that
reveals hidden modular layers. Meanwhile, Yang et al.
(2018) provided an innovative spectral clustering
approach using similarities of team attributes and rela-
tionships based on PD organizational structure.

Arnarsson et al. 3



Other document clustering techniques include Non-
negative Matrix factorization methods (NMF) and
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) that also have shown
promising results on large-scale text databases
(Aggarwal et al., 2012).

Previous research identified three key components
for conducting text mining, from Fayyad et al.’s (1996)
work to newer work by Upshall (2014), which are in
line with each other:

� Domain knowledge.
� Knowledge of the text-mining software and

configuration.
� Knowledge of natural-language processing and

computational linguistics.

Text mining models usually consists of three steps
(Zhang et al., 2015; see Table 1).

Research approach

The objective of this work is to automate to some extent
the exploration of information for designers so that
they do not spend time searching for information to
find a suitable source. The amount of stored data is
growing, so it becomes harder to locate relevant infor-
mation when designers perform search queries; they
need additional layers to further sort information. The
idea is to apply clustering algorithms on top of tradi-
tional searches when designers type in a search query
on a subject they are interested in. Previous studies have
not performed nor tested search engines in combination
with clustering on ECR data.

The study is based on a PD database containing
ECRs from real commercial vehicle PD projects within
an organization. The NLP search method enables users
to easily search through the data within the database
using simple queries. We focus on unstructured data as
previous findings suggest that current IT systems are
deficient in searching and retrieving relevant documents
based on text data. The methodology and the process
used in this research start with the data from the ECR

database undergoing pre-processing in which stop word
removal, lemmatization, cleaning, and concatenation
are applied (see Table 2 for further description).

After pre-processing, data is fed parallel to the
Elasticsearch (i.e. search engine) index and then used
for the training of a doc2vec model. The resulting doc2-
vec model is indexed to enable fast retrieval of the doc-
ument vectors. The doc2vec and Elasticsearch indexes
are queried by the search service which contains the
search and the clustering APIs. These APIs serve the
search frontend application (see Figure 1).

The set-up of this research project as a partnership
with the case company gave us access to a detailed
inquiry about the topic in a real setting. This ability to
access real-world data is the main rationale for select-
ing the single-company design (i.e. an opportunity to
study a situation otherwise inaccessible to researchers),
which Yin (2013) refers to as a ‘‘revelatory case.’’

The ECR data contains roughly 8,000 documents
from recent development projects. Each ECR consists
of more than 50 variables that are used to document
and follow up on the logged changes. The documents
are log files of design- and test-related issues that need
to be resolved. They contain variables, such as title, part
name, problem description, root cause, solution, and
test results.

The search application considered in this project
consists of three modules: the Elasticsearch, the doc2vec
model, and the clustering application. These modules
are linked by a frontend search service that can pass
queries to both the Elasticsearch and doc2vec modules
and summarize results using the clustering application.

For the doc2dec module (i.e. the model that trans-
lates each document into a high-dimensional numerical
representation), a pipeline consisting of three steps was
used. First, the data cleaning and normalization step
reduced the cardinality of the set tokens in the dataset,
reducing dataset complexity to improve the robustness
and accuracy of the final model. This step includes low-
ercasing, removing non-letter characters, and lemmatiz-
ing using the WordNet lemmatizer (Bird and Loper,
2004). Second, the step trained a doc2vec model (Le
and Mikolov, 2014) using the gensim library (Rehurek

Table 1. Three steps of text mining models.

Step Name Description

1 Text pre-processing Selecting, cleaning, and transforming documents into
a suitable form (i.e. conversion of unstructured text
into mathematical usable form)

2 Application of text
mining operations

Applying algorithms for mining of patterns, clusters, association
rule discovery, trend analysis, and other knowledge discovery algorithms

3 Post-processing Manipulating the data from earlier steps to select, visualize, and
validate knowledge
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and Sojka, 2010) on the normalized data. Third, this
model was used by the search service that was given a
query, transforming the said query into a document
vector that could be matched against the embedded
documents of the model.

For the search engine (i.e. standard search methods
that rely on matching exact words), the pipeline is
somewhat simpler. The search engine used was
Elasticsearch (2018) that comes with all the functional-
ities required to build a search-based application.
Similar to the normalization step in the doc2vec model,
the input data to the model was lowercased.
Additionally, all the stop words were removed from the
text to remove noise otherwise caused by these com-
mon terms. As part of this project, Elasticsearch pro-
vides some benchmark results to validate the doc2vec
model. While Elasticsearch serves as the baseline for a
typical information retrieval task like the one presented
in this paper, the doc2vec model represents a novel
approach to information retrieval tasks of this kind.
The doc2vec model is simple to use, and because it pro-
duces a numerical representation of the text, the output
can be combined with any other data mining or feature
extraction method that also produces numerical data.
The doc2vec model can, therefore, be utilized not only
for information retrieval tasks but also for other analy-
tical tasks involving ECRs, such as classifying or
clustering.

After the search is performed and a list of documents
is returned from either the search engine or the doc2vec

model, these documents are sent to a clustering algo-
rithm. In this study, we utilized the LDA for clustering
the documents. LDA is a generative statistical model, a
form of unsupervised learning that views documents as
bags of words (i.e. order does not matter). The method
tries to find a number of topics that represent the differ-
ent topics in the document list.

The results from the algorithm is a set of clusters
(i.e. a set of topic words) and each cluster’s correspond-
ing documents. The results are displayed in the devel-
oped frontend application where the user can easily
click around, analyze the document clusters, and deter-
mine how they are connected to each other.

The results were then validated together with a
domain knowledge expert from the case company, as
the text in the documents is a unique case. The domain
expert examined the documents for each cluster and
assessed whether they are related to the cluster. We
focused on evaluating whether the results are relevant
up to four documents in each cluster.

Results

Document clustering

In the study, we had 8,000 documents available for
matching against queries for NLP and document clus-
tering. To evaluate unsupervised methods (i.e. cluster-
ing) we need to know some ground truth describing
document clusters. Such did not exist in the database

Table 2. Pre-processing steps used in this research.

Elements Description

Stop word removal Remove common terms to improve search accuracy. Example of stop words: ‘‘a,’’ ‘‘the,’’ ‘‘like,’’ and ‘‘test.’’
Cleaning Remove identified and redundant patterns. Remove malformatted words.
Lemmatization Use WordNet to reduce words to their base form. Example: The verb ‘‘to walk’’ can also appear as

‘‘walk,’’ ‘‘walked,’’ ‘‘walks,’’ and ‘‘walking.’’ These words, therefore, all take on the base form ‘‘walk.’’
Concatenation Combine the free text fields for doc2vec to a single field

Figure 1. Process flowchart of the methodology used.
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we considered here, so the approach was, instead, to
test a few queries and let a domain expert validate
whether the clusters differ and whether the documents
connected to each cluster match the topics describing
the cluster.

Three queries were tested using five clusters for each
query. Each cluster had seven labels describing the clus-
ter (see Table 3). The number of labels and clusters can
be specified at query time, individually for each query.
The labels were generated by the document clustering
algorithm (i.e. LDA) and should summarize the main
key words connected to the clusters.

Each cluster had four reports that were evaluated by
a company expert to determine if they belonged to the
cluster. All four documents in the three clusters were
evaluated as regards their relation to their respective
clusters.

For example, the company expert found that docu-
ments in Cluster 2 for the search term ‘‘break’’ discussed
problems and issues regarding the actual breaks on the
truck, while the documents in Cluster 4 discussed the
actual breaking maneuver. The expert was, therefore,
able to quickly locate four reports in each cluster that
were all related to the same topic.

Frontend interface

Another objective of the study is to develop a user-
friendly GUI where users can easily make queries and
obtain and delve into the results provided. The applica-
tion is web-based and built on state-of-the-art frontend
technologies, such as Node.js (2019) and React (2019).

Figure 2 presents a list of documents related to the
search term ‘‘break.’’ Users can easily click on a docu-
ment and get more information directly from the list.
The responsive application ensures that users can easily
update their queries and directly obtain new search
results. In Figure 3, the clustering results for the same
query is presented. Here, users can see the clusters that
the algorithm found and delve into the documents
related to each cluster. Actual data on function group,
handler, issuer, and report title have been grayed out in
Figures 2 and 3 due to confidentiality.

Discussion

This section considers the research questions in relation
to the findings and transferability of results.

RQ1: Can NLP and document clustering algorithms
be utilized for grouping ECRs?

Clustering of documents has gained more attention the
last years due to better algorithms and larger datasetsT
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available. However, the suitability of these clustering
techniques for grouping ECRs that contain very
domain-specific language is not directly apparent, and
the usual stop words and lemmatization techniques are
not optimized.

In this study, we found that document clustering
techniques, in our case the LDA, can be applied to
ECRs and that the results are useful. The domain
expert validated the clusters found via the LDA method
and confirmed that they do summarize the main topics
that the ECRs discuss.

During the study, other document clustering tech-
niques were also analyzed and tested. For example,
standard clustering methods (e.g. DBSCAN, k-means)
were utilized for the numerical representations derived
from the Doc2Vec model and the latent semantic anal-
ysis (LSA). However, the most interesting results were
found with the LDA, and this is the reason that the
results presented are only the LDA clusters. The results
from the other clustering techniques were often very
random in behavior and it was not clear why specific
documents belonged to the same clusters. To obtain
even better results in the LDA clusters, more effort

should be spent in cleaning the data from unnecessary
information and domain-specific stop words present in
all documents.

RQ2: How do product developers benefit from
automated document clustering?

Using the NLP and document clustering algorithms
tested, clusters of similar documents can be identified
automatically. Traditionally, product developers type in a
search query in the form of structured or unstructured
text. The search results are then displayed in an ordered
list by a selected variable that can be filtered by structured
text. The main benefit of the approach employed in this
study is that when product developers type in a search
query, they receive a list of documents that is already clus-
tered into groups. This approach saves time for users
since similar documents appear together in respective
clusters. There are a few use cases for this approach:

� Knowledge management: When making design
guidelines with best practice designs, this approach
can help to identify related design areas on similar

Figure 2. Search application with results list.
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topics so that they can be further documented for
future designs.

� Inexperienced product developers: There is often a
risk that inexperienced product developers do not
have the knowledge of previous work or do not
know where to locate these documents. They can
use this approach to provide them an insight into
similar product features that have previously been
designed so that these designs can be taken into
consideration when they work on a new product or
on redesigning an existing product.

� Design issues: When product developers confront
design issues, whether these are related to product
quality or development, they can leverage a search
like this to quickly identify previous designs in the
database they can use for root cause analysis. The
amount of documented designs makes this task
challenging. The approach we proposed can help
address this challenge by identifying clusters of
related designs for users.

Product developers can take advantage of the docu-
ment clusters to quickly identify documents of value to
a specific situation. From an ECR perspective, this

helps to identify historical issues related to a current
issue and ensure better pre-studies on historical docu-
ments before making a new product or redesigning
one. It usually takes product developers a few hours to
make a manual list of related documents, but using a
model like this reduces that time to minutes.

Limitations and transferability of results

Based on the findings of this study, NLP and document
clustering generates some promising results. Given that
we managed to find four related documents for each of
the five clusters, it is safe to say that we can work fur-
ther with the results to verify if the model can retrieve
more than four documents per cluster or to see if more
relevant documents do exist. The reliability of the mod-
els can be further improved by performing feedback
loops on the model with the cases experts consider to
be unrelated. Accordingly, the model can learn that the
connections it has made previously are irrelevant.

As mentioned in the research approach, the set-up of
this research project in a close partnership with the case
company access to real data and domain knowledge
experts. The single case study research design, including

Figure 3. Clustering application.
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the analysis of only one ECR database, enables only
limited claims to the transferability of results. However,
we show in Arnarsson et al. (2019) that the main steps
of approach can be applied to search in a combination
of an ECR database and a design guideline database.
Nevertheless, additional case studies are needed. These
case studies should both examine additional ECR data-
base, and perform more extensive evaluations of each
database, that is, with a larger number of queries and
variation of clustering criteria.

How, it is difficult to rigorously evaluate any search
application since the evaluation criteria depend on the
use case. In this study, we performed manual evaluation
on each query output from the documents clustering.
Conversely, throughout the study, we found no evi-
dence indicating that the method would not be applica-
ble to similar studies that entail data analysis and those
that aim to find similarities among text-rich documents.
We, therefore, believe that the study can be transferred
to most cases where unstructured data is accessible. The
field of study should not matter since the algorithms
query document text.

Regarding scalability, doc2vec scales linearly with
the number of documents, which means that if we dou-
ble the number of documents in the index, the response
time to a query is doubled as well. Elasticsearch focuses
on scalability; it has a distributed index that can scale
data up to the petabyte scale. In essence, the response
time for a query is relative to the number of documents
indexed.

Conclusions and future work

Overall, NLP and document clustering approaches
seem to work well together in finding and clustering
similar documents in an ECR database. The search
queries used consisted of one word to define a clear
direction as to what information users want to obtain.
A demonstrator application was created to demonstrate
the method within industry and evaluate the value of
such a model to a product developer.

The proposed approach of querying words related to
engineering documents and clustering them according
to similarities with the use of NLP and document clus-
tering algorithms has potential benefits. The approach
was performed on an ECR database, and so far, we
found no limitation to including additional databases
into the pipeline of the search service.

The study affirms that NLP and document cluster-
ing algorithms work in the cases tested, but further tests
are needed to explore their limits. The results in Table 3
show the cluster labels assigned by the document clus-
tering algorithm; behind each labeled cluster, there are

ECR reports. The company expert performed a manual
evaluation of the results and confirmed that that the
four documents related to each cluster are relevant.
More cases need to be explored to determine if there
are instances when the algorithm starts to work more
inefficiently and returns unrelated documents.

Some promising continuations to this work are to
test the application with more databases as an input to
see if document clustering work across different data-
bases. Also, to expand the number of reports in each
cluster and evaluate some potential limits of the
approach. This project has focused on only using the
free text data included in the documents, which means
that future work includes analyzing how it is possible to
incorporate also the numerical and categorical data in
the documents. By using this information when either
training the NLP and Doc2Vec models (i.e. providing
context to the documents) or by using the numerical/
categorical data when measuring the similarity between
documents (e.g. providing that documents concerning
the same specific vehicle part should be associated with
each other even if their free text data is dissimilar
according to the model) could improve the model. Yet
a further step forward would be to investigate tech-
niques for identifying similarities amongst shape-based
information elements, such as sketches, 3D models,
photographs, and videos that are frequently used to
document problems and possible solutions in ECRs.

Lastly, in order to achieve better results from the
document clustering methods one needs to perform
more and better data cleaning. Even though stan-
dard NLP cleaning (stop word removal, lemmatiza-
tion) is performed, one needs to perform more
domain specific cleaning of the ECRs in order to
really extract the meaning of the free text in the
ECRs. Such cleaning might include tasks such as
automatic spelling correction and domain specific
synonym normalization.
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